VIVA MOMIX…VIVA CREATIVITY!
BOERNE, TX – March 16, 2020. Momix…the dance troupe that you will see slithering, clunking, flying,
whirling and pole-vaulting across the stage are not described as just dancers, but as dancer-illusionists.
To that you can add gymnasts, acrobats, and clowns…all of who appear immune to some of your more
basic laws of physics, as they present “Viva Momix”, featuring highlights from their various shows that
they have performed during their 40-year history.
Created by legendary avant-garde US choreographer/director Moses Pendleton, the dancers of Momix
have an incredible ability to blend the beauty of dance with fiendish feats of great contortion and hurl
the audience into a fantasy of memorable visions. The program will feature selections from the
company’s repertoiry including Lunar Sea, MOMIX in Orbit, Opus Cactus, Classics, Botanica, ReMIX, and
their 35th Anniversary Creation.

MOMIX will arrive in Boerne, Texas…following their performance in Bass Hall in Austin, Texas…to take
dance-illusion on the Champion Auditorium stage to a new level! April 7, 2020, at 7:30pm, MOMIX will
perform VIVA MOMIX, a two-hour extravaganza that has been performed in 22 countries worldwide.
Their show “Opus Cactus” has been compared to the creative level of The Lion King and The Muppets, in
which some of the human abstraction and representation of animal movements is very reminiscent of
The Lion King. These are helped along with very clever lighting, props, sculpture, puppetry, and even
touches of extreme sports.

In reference to Moses Pendleton’s works, the Wall Street Journal comments “Few theater artists today
can achieve the level of visual splendor and theatrical magic that Mr. Pendleton can conjure from
essentially the sparest of means.” The LA Herald Examiner reviewed the company by stating, “People
shouted out, gasped and applauded furiously. MOMIX is ideal for turning audiences onto dance!”
And turning a group of 1,000 Boerne ISD second-grade students onto dance is exactly what will happen
in Boerne! As part of the Boerne Performing Arts FOR KIDS programs, a special in school matinee show
by MOMIX is made possible by the generosity of The GVTC Foundation, H-E-B Tournament of Champions
Ten Peaks Media, and the City of Boerne. This FOR KIDS program will bring the total number of students
to experience a Boerne Performing Arts’ artist, at no cost to the students, to 28,000 students since their
inception in 2012.
For tickets and video previews, visit www.boerneperformingarts.com. Tickets ($20-$60; includes all
ticketing fees) are also available at the Greater Boerne Chamber of Commerce and phone requests may
be made at 830-331-9079.

